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Along with the scions of the house of Herod, Josephus enjoyed the luxuries of the imperial 

house of Vespasian, and of Titus and Domitian, his sons who reigned after him, whose very 

names have conjured terror and destruction in the hearts of  Israel throughout the generations. 

And perhaps his treatment was even more luxurious than theirs. Following the destruction of 

Jerusalem Titus brought him back to Rome, granted him the citizenship and settled him in his 

palace, awarding him many holdings in the province of Judea. And Josephus, who was thirty-

three years old at that time, added to his name the surname “Flavius” in honor of the 

emperor’s family, whose family name this was. In the palace of the destroyers of his people 

he found repose, and the verbal barbs of Jonathan the Sicarius, who informed on him, all 

returned empty. From the moment he arrived in Rome, he turned his face towards scholarship.

His intense narcissism, which dwarfed the redemption of his homeland in its import to him, 

did not dim his love for the honor of his people, and the spirit of zealousness burned in him 

like a flame upon seeing the calumnies of the authors of Rome, who wished to exalt the honor 

of the Emperor and his military commanders by denigrating the hosts of Israel and its heroes, 

and by reputing them to be spineless cowardly, without gumption or courage, and he rose up 

and wrote, in Greek, a language with whose every nuance he was conversant, even if he did 

not speak it correctly, a book of records, The Wars of the Jews, in seven volumes, prefacing 

them with all the travails which had befallen his people, from the day the Hasmoneans threw 

off the yoke of Greek rule, and all the chronicles of the kingdom of Herod and the travails of 

his house and the rule of his heirs and the rule of the Roman procurators and their 

malevolence and wickedness. His work was adorned with all the artifice of the Greek authors, 

and his books were considered amongst the leading works of their class, to this very day. 

Although there was one way in which his work on the war was not up to the standards of 

those authors, to whom restraint was a cardinal principle, that there are times when the ear of 

the reader will note the tumult of his overly agitated heart when speaking of the calamity 

which befell his nation. On the other hand, he was unfortunately prone to grossly overstating 

the guilt of the heroes of Israel devoted wholeheartedly to their homeland, measuring them all 

by a single measure, depicting all of them from one end of the spectrum to the other as men of 

bloodthirsty temperament. The villainy of this wicked calumny is magnified sevenfold in the 

eyes of the reader, when compared to the extensive, insipid and tasteless eulogizing of his 

own righteousness and faithfulness, while the treason against his people, who had entrusted 

their destiny in his hands, and the treachery with which he schemed to give up wholesome 

heroes as ransom for his own skin, are patent and clear in all their repulsiveness to any 

discerning reader. Also his shameless flattery of Vespasian and Titus, depicting them as the 

humble of the earth, compassionate sons of compassionate fathers, pure in thought and deed, 

1� I would like to thank my friend Rabbi Raphel Fridman for his excellent translation. The 
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should disgust any reader. Only on this last matter a discerning person might forgive him, as 

his fate was always in their hand to put to death or maintain in life. In response to Wars of the 

Jews, which, Josephus informs us, was but a new rendition in Greek of the essence of the 

work which he had already written in Aramaic, his rival, the war hero Justus of Tiberias, 

amongst the most thoroughly devoted to his people in the Galilee, wrote a book, in which he 

criticized the integrity and heroism of the acts of Josephus while he was yet the governor of 

Tiberias. In this book, also written in excellent Greek, Justus chronicles all the history of 

Israel, from the time of Moses until Agrippas the last king of Israel. In this book he 

undermined the veracity of Josephus and the glory of his heritage, denying that he was a 

descendant of the Hasmoneans, and even wrote of him that he was an enemy of Rome, in 

order to make him noxious to his protectors. Who knows how many precious chronicles were 

recorded in that book, but to the deep sorrow of all who cherish the antiquities of our people, 

it is lost and gone. Once Josephus had finished writing his book of the war, he returned to his 

great work, to which he devoted all of his strength and talent, The Antiquities of the Jews, 

which he began to write before Wars. Epaphroditus the Greek, a man of spirit and a great 

scholar in the house of the emperor, inspired him to approach this labor, and other scholars 

from among the Greeks volunteered to assist him, to purify his style in all of his works. This 

work consists of twenty sections, spinning a chronicle from the beginning of creation until the 

emergence of the nation of Israel, all of the chronicles of this people up to the year twelve of 

the emperor Nero, the first year of the war of destruction. While, indeed, he made many errors 

in the particulars which he gleaned from the Scriptures, probably because its Greek 

translation, and not the Hebrew original, was available to him in Rome, yet his labors were 

great and devoted, to collect many records from outside sources and to reconcile them with 

the records in the Scriptures, and to incorporate them in a single integrated work, which made 

him an everlasting reputation. Certainly his narcissistic nature did not abandon him in this 

work either, insinuating itself in every heartbeat. He looks to flatter his protectors with his 

innocence and naivete, alternating with words of wisdom and philosophy. Frequently he 

works to impress his reader with wondrous tales or by placing grandiose speeches and visions 

in the mouths of great figures, in order to impress the scholars of Greece, because this style of 

overwhelming blather was in great favor with that generation of Greeks. This was certainly 

not in keeping with the style of the Sages of Israel, who were sparing with their words. In 

spite of this any discerning eye will note that in this book the purpose of the author in general, 

was to remove “the darkness which covers from human beings the great deeds” which our 

ancestors did, outstanding amongst their own people as well as amongst all of the nations of 

the earth. He also labored  to glorify the honor of the Torah and the way of life of Israel and to 

advocate their case against their Greek persecutors who libeled them in the lands of their 

persecutors, placing before their eyes the ordinance of the governors of the kingdoms of 

Macedonia and Rome, amongst whom were those who looked favorably upon Israel and 

practically begged for their love. In the twelfth year of the emperor Domitian, the twenty-

third year of the destruction of Jerusalem, he completed this work. However, as against the 

monument of might and glory which he established for himself in Antiquities, he established a 

monument of everlasting shame in his small volume Life of Josephus, which he wrote in 
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response to the book of Justus his rival. In this work he detailed unabashedly all of the 

mischief which he wreaked upon his unfortunate people, who entrusted him with their welfare 

as commander of the Galilee, his contemptible treason and the manipulations with which he 

sold out his heritage for a single smooth remark of a Roman senator. It is beyond the 

understanding of the researchers of psychology, how one person can contain such duplicitous 

schemes along with the love and honor of his people in a single heart. The transgression of 

this author, stained indelibly in the book Life of Josephus, will not be erased for generations. 

However, as much as Antiquities tipped the balance of judgment in his favor, having written 

Wars, so Against Apion, a work of great and precious value, tipped the balance a bit versus 

Life of Josephus. Written in two parts, it argues the case of his beleaguered nation against the 

celebrated writer, who rose up in the days of Gaius Caligula to rail against the Jews and 

everything they held sacred and deny their antiquity, and against the other persecutors of this 

nation. With a heart brimming with courage he unmasked all of the villainy and haughtiness 

of these slanderers, trapping them with the words of their mouths, revealing their lies to the 

light of the sun, and the righteousness of his people coming out like the light of the dawn. In 

this book, too, as in all of his books, he speaks clearly and properly of the value of Israel and 

the Torah. While, indeed, he invokes inaccurate opinions from the Essene sages who were his 

childhood teachers, and at times he engages his readers in the dark opinions of the sages of 

India, which are anathema to God’s perfect and salubrious Torah, in spite of this most of his 

opinions are good, and the knowledge of the ways of the other peoples enabled him to discern 

sharply between the alien and the Hebrew cultures. In his preface to Antiquities he invites his 

readers to note that the power of the Torah is not only as a law of justice such as can be found 

amongst the other nations, but that its entire essence is the deep knowledge of God and His 

ways. Thus the Torah begins not with laws and statutes but with the act of creation, because 

everything is the work of God, and the image of God, in which man was created, is the soul of 

all of the laws of the Torah and the foundation of all of their stipulations.  It is only the image 

of God which is the spirit of man can prepare him to place God and His righteousness as an 

model for all of his actions, to walk in His ways and cling to Him. And while the legislators of 

all of the nations clung to the vanities of ancient fables, which placed all of the misdeeds and 

abominations of man as a mirror of the ways of their gods, to the point where any wicked evil 

person could find a model  amongstthese gods for his evil and wicked ways. Whereas the 

ancient legislators erred and misled others with such vanities and emptiness, Moses, our 

Teacher, taught us that God alone is the source of justice, sanctity and purity, and whoever 

wishes to become pure should lift their souls unto God, to walk in the ways of His Torah and 

observe its laws, for the righteousness of God is the only model for the righteousness of man. 

This opinion Josephus placed before all the readers of Antiquities. Purity of thought was, in 

his view, the highest property of the Torah of Moses, and he spared no effort to call his 

readers’ attention to this quality. He also examined deeply and opened the eyes of all who 

seek wisdom, to note the wonders of the Torah, in which, the slightest and narrowest hint, 

almost invisible to the naked eye as it were, will outweigh the words of an entire system of 

the spirit of the wise men of the nations. The more one knows how to differentiate between 

the essence of the Torah of Israel and the essence of the Gentile ways, one will also know to 
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differentiate between the upholders of one and the upholders of the other. These are his 

words2: “the wise men of Greece, valuing their lives, hid their pure opinions from the people, 

out of fear of them, whereas the prophets of Israel knew no fear and declared the truth in 

clarion call, with no concern for any danger that might ensue to their persons. (Against ApionI 

16. One who reads these loyal and intense words can hardly believe that they were written by 

so narcissistic a person as Josephus, all of whose protectors and environment and friends were 

Gentile, Greeks and Romans. And no one can deny that this proves that he had a valiant heart, 

and, had he only been a man of the book and never a man of the sword, had he not had the 

place for false pride to strike him with dumbness and blindness, that his name would have 

remained a blessing in the hearts of the people of Israel. But not only is it probable that the 

record of his treason against his heritage discouraged the dissemination of his works amongst 

his own people, the Greek language in which they were written also had a hand in deflecting 

his people’s attention from them, for his own unself-conscious testimony regarding himself at 

the end of Antiquities, is reliable, that in his time, “For our nation does not encourage those 

that learn the languages of many nations, and so adorn their discourses with the smoothness 

of their periods; because they look upon this sort of accomplishment as common, not only to 

all sorts of freemen, but to as many of the servants as please to learn them. But they give him 

the testimony of being a wise man who is fully acquainted with our laws, and is able to 

interpret their meaning; on which account, as there have been many who have done their 

endeavors with great patience to obtain this learning there have yet hardly been so many as 

two or three that have succeeded therein, who were immediately well rewarded for their 

pains.”3. And thousands of years have passed over the works of Josephus, with hardly a 

person of Israel having read them, and the reticence shown towards them by all the sages of 

the diaspora has been to the great detriment of the historiography of Israel, and much 

confusion has arisen, due to the absence of this book, in the accuracy of chronologies. Beyond 

this, [the book’s absence from Jewish learning] has been to the detriment of the conservation 

of its style , , as copyists have introduced into it things that are inconsistent with the spirit of 

Israel and Josephus’s style. Since the scholars of Israel have begun to return to study these 

works, the times of the second Temple period have become clearer. Even so, most of the 

utility of these works is as a setting for the history of our ancestors, although the stones 

embedded in that setting require individual examination. For some of these records he gave 

new facades to, in order to exalt the honor of his people in the eyes of the Greeks, and at 

times he distorted some of them in the chronicles of the war, in order to shame his rivals or to 

place a mantle of glory on his own exploits. In addition to these works he prepared to write 

four more volumes on the Torah of Israel, on the knowledge of God and on the rationales of 

the commandments. Probably, however, he died before he began or before he completed them

2� I couldn't find this text in Josephus. It is my translation. 

3� Josephus, trans. William Whiston
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65-61זאב יעבץ, תולדות ישראל, חלק שישי, עמ' 

61עמ' 
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